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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the accuracy bounds imposed on alignment-based
variant calling workflows due to inherent uncertainties introduced by sequenc-
ing platforms. In this work we will use simulated data to empirically quantify
the maximum performance that can be expected for alignment and variant
detection accuracy in a workflow.
Short read sequencers are inherently incapable of producing reads that
can be uniquely mapped to every position of the human reference genome,
so errors are inevitable. We will analyze the repetitive content of several
organisms, and estimate the maximum attainable alignment accuracy as a
function of read length. Additionally, we will show that paired-end sequenc-
ing with large insert sizes (also referred to as “mate-pair” sequencing) is
capable of mapping > 99% of the human genome.
We have developed a set of tools, NEAT (Next-generation Error Analysis
Toolkit), which we use to create fault-injected genomic datasets. Our ex-
periments utilize these datasets to showcase how the behavior of BWA and
GATK workflows changes as a function of read lengths, error rates, quality
scores, error types, and mutation types. We utilize these results to quantify
the performance gains that can be expected by altering these properties of an
NGS dataset. Our results highlight the sensitivity of alignment software to
read lengths and error rates, and the sensitivity of variant callers to quality
scores and structural variation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The resequencing of human genomes plays a central role in the growing fields
of clinical and personal genomics. Alignment-based variant calling has be-
come a fundamental component of genotyping and variation analysis, and
has been widely used in the discovery and detection of genetic causes for
many diseases. Furthermore, the resequencing of other organisms is becom-
ing increasingly common in the crop and animal sciences, fields that often
face the added challenge of unreliable or highly repetitive reference sequences.
To draw meaningful conclusions from variant calling software it is critical to
understand the accuracy of alignment and variant detection software, as well
as what properties of an input dataset may manifest in errors downstream.
The technical limitations of many high-throughput sequencing platforms
(e.g. short read lengths, non-trivial sequencing error rates) impose upper
bounds on the accuracy of results derived from variant calling workflows.
Understanding these limitations is critical to Next-Generation Sequencing
(NGS) experiment design as well as the interpretation of NGS experiment
output. The characterization of sequencing error models and quantification
of their effects on subsequent analyses allows bioinformaticians to assess the
fundamental limits of an experiment and make informed decisions regarding
trade-offs between performance and accuracy (e.g. by using one sequencing
platform over another, or one piece of software or software parameters over
another).
The detection of genetic variation requires processing sequenced DNA data
through a series of software tools arranged into a workflow. This thesis will
investigate error propagation in these variant calling workflows. Specifically,
we will examine how the properties of sequencing platforms can induce align-
ment errors, and how both sequencing and alignment errors can result in
erroneous variant calls. We have developed a suite of tools, NEAT (NGS Er-
ror Analysis Toolkit), for generating and analyzing fault-injected genomics
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data. This thesis will showcase our observations about the distribution of in-
accuracies in NGS workflows, notably highlighting the relationship between
reference sequence repetition and alignment errors, and the relationship be-
tween mutation and sequencing models to variant detection accuracy.
The primary contributions of this work are:
• Computation of empirical upper bounds for accuracy in variant calling
workflows for three species (Homo sapiens, Oryza sativa, and Arabidop-
sis thaliana), including the quantification of alignment accuracy that
can be attained by using longer single-end (SE) or paired-end (PE)
reads.
• Identification of NGS input dataset characteristics (e.g. read length,
sequencing error rates, sequencing error types, quality scores, mutation
types) that have the largest effect on workflow accuracy.
• Development of a toolkit to facilitate experiments in NGS error analy-
sis.
The organization of the remaining chapters is as follows. Chapter 2 is a
review of related work in NGS error analysis. Chapter 3 provides background
information and definitions for repetitive DNA, typically the largest cause of
alignment errors. Chapter 4 introduces our methodology for detecting arbi-
trary and imperfect repetition in DNA reference sequences that can be used
to empirically upper-bound workflow performance. Additionally, Chapter 4
contains experiments showcasing our NEAT repeat-finding software through
the analysis and comparison of the human genome to two different plant
genomes. Chapter 5 introduces the NEAT read simulator, and discusses the
usage of synthetic datasets in software benchmarking and workflow accuracy
assessment. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a collection of experiments
that use simulated short reads to investigate the sensitivity of workflow ac-
curacy (i.e. alignment accuracy and variant detection accuracy) to various
attributes of NGS input data. An appendix of common variables and abbre-
viations is also provided.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
There has been significant work in attempting to quantify the accuracy of
next-generation sequencing (NGS) variant calling workflows, including con-
cordance studies that compare the output of multiple pipelines [1, 2], or
approaches using synthetic data [3, 4, 5] or haploid cell lines [6].
Pabinger et al. [1] and O’Rawe et al. [2] surveyed a variety of variant
calling tools (including tools for detecting germline, somatic, and structural
variation) using a combination of real and simulated data, and noted con-
siderable differences in the results of each software. As such they suggest
production workflows report variation that was confidently detected by mul-
tiple software toolchains to minimize the number of false positives. Simi-
larly, SMaSH [3] is a benchmarking toolkit for human genome variant calling
tools, and provides comparative metrics across a range of alignment and vari-
ant calling software. Their toolkit utilized data simulated with simNGS [7]
to evaluate the performance, accuracy, and ease-of-use of a variety of SNP,
indel, and structural variant callers. SMaSH potentially provides an attrac-
tive platform for workflow designers to compare software options for their
pipelines. In this thesis we seek to further diagnose the cause of errors in a
particular variant caller (GATK), though similar studies could be done on
multiple tools as well.
Li [6] used haploid human cell line samples to estimate false positive vari-
ant detection rates on real data by assuming all heterozygous calls were
erroneous. The error rate of raw genotype calls was estimated to be 1 error
per ∼ 10−15 kbp, and can be reduced substantially by filtering out variants
in regions of low-complexity or abnormal coverage depth.
Ruffalo et al. [4] utilized machine learning techniques to improve mappa-
bility scores produced by aligners to more accurately reflect the probability
that a particular read has been mapped correctly. Their experiments show
that “correcting” the mappability scores can result in more precise SNP call-
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ing, at the cost of lower recall. The development of their error correction
tool has elucidated interesting relationships between mapping quality, read
quality scores, and the true probability of alignment error.
The most flexible approach to assess variant calling workflow accuracy is to
utilize simulated read data, where the ground truth (correct read mapping
positions, variant locations) is known a priori. The disadvantage of this
strategy is that it may not account for attributes of real samples that are
not well modeled, including: large-scale variation, systematic errors, PCR
biases, and incomplete/erroneous reference genome. Nonetheless it is a quick
and easy method for estimating workflow accuracy for datasets of arbitrary
characteristics, allowing us to sweep over many parameters and gauge the
sensitivity of the workflow to each variable of interest.
Mimori et al. [5] utilized simulated data to evaluate structural variant
calling accuracy, and conducted experiments to determine the effect of sample
coverage on detection accuracy. Our work is similar in that in addition to
coverage depth we are interested in relating variant detection accuracy to
sequencing platform, sequencing error models, and different mutation models.
A more detailed review of existing work in repeat finding is provided in
Section 3.2.1, and a more detailed review of existing work in read simulation
and workflow benchmarking is provided in Section 5.1.
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CHAPTER 3
REPETITIVE DNA
3.1 Introduction
It is well known that the genome of most organisms is highly structured and
non-random. Repetitive DNA describes a wide class of substring elements
that occur multiple times in a sequence of interest. These elements can range
in size from very short sequences (∼ six bp), such as those found in tandem
repeats or satellite DNA, up to tens of thousands of nucleotides, such as
those found in Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINEs) or Transposable
Elements (tranposons). The functional significance of repetitive DNA is an
extremely active field of research, with applications spanning medicine [8, 9],
phylogeny [10], gene evolution studies [11, 12], forensics [13], environmental
science [14], and working toward the general understanding of genome func-
tion [15, 16]. Our work is focused on the effect repetitive DNA has on the
accuracy of variant calling workflows. We show that repeats are the largest
source of alignment errors, which propagate downstream to result in missed
detections and false positive variants.
Additionally, we investigate the accuracy bounds that are imposed on the
maximum attainable performance of read alignment and Single-Nucleotide
Polymorphism (SNP) and insertion/deletion (indel) calling.
3.2 Background
This chapter introduces notation and terminology, and provides an overview
of existing tools for detecting genomic repetition.
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3.2.1 Existing Work
There has been significant work in attempting to identify the functional role
of repetitive DNA in the human genome, with a majority of efforts using
repeat detection software followed by manual curation of results. Many spe-
cialized tools exist for detecting certain classes of repeats, including tandem
repeats [17, 18], satellite DNA [19, 20], or interspersed transposable elements
such as Alus [21, 20]. Other software, such as the popular RepeatMasker
[22] work by comparing an input sequence to a library of hand-curated re-
peats specified a priori, but often fail to annotate repeats on highly divergent
sequences or organisms whose genome is not well documented.
More general tools for detecting arbitrary interspersed and imperfect repe-
tition tend to utilize approximate string matching methods. Vmatch [23] (for-
merly REPuter [24, 25]) is capable of exhaustively searching a DNA sequence
for maximal repeats, accounting even for imperfect and reverse complement
matching. Another class of tools utilizes simulated reads and alignment soft-
ware to assess the mappability of various regions within a reference sequence.
For example, [26] utilizes coverage statistics from BWA [27] alignments to
determine the mappability of reference regions for reads of a specific length
and error rate. The GEM suite of programs [28] accomplishes a similar goal
of computing per-base mappability scores using an approximate mapping
strategy.
Our focus lies at the midpoint between exhaustive searching and mappabil-
ity computation. We use alignment-based strategies to explicitly determine
the indices of nucleotides that can be theoretically covered by arbitrary SE or
PE reads in an aligner-agnostic way. This work expands upon existing efforts
by incorporating PE mappability track generation and explicitly determining
alignment accuracy bounds as a function of read length and fragment length.
3.2.2 Terminology
Given a string S, we call a substring S[i : j] (spanning elements Si . . . Sj−1)
repetitive if and only if ∃x, y | [i, j] ∩ [x, y] = ∅, and S[i : j] = S[x : y]. A
repeat S[i : j] is maximal if and only if S[i − 1: j] and S[i : j + 1] are both
not repeats. In order to be applicable to mappability studies we extend the
basic definition:
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• Length constraint: We are interested in the repetitive content of
DNA sequences as a function of repeat size so we assert that our de-
tected repeats must be at least a minimum length L.
• Imperfect repeats: To account for the presence of sequencing errors,
genetic variation, and the mismatches tolerated by alignment software
we relax the definition to allow differences. We consider two strings
repetitive if they differ by an edit distance of at most E. We denote
the edit distance between two strings s1 and s2 as D(s1, s2).
• Reverse complementation: To account for the dual-strandedness
of DNA we consider a substring repetitive if its reverse complement is
found elsewhere. We denote the reverse complement of a string s as s.
Therefore, our final definition becomes:
S[i : j] repetitive ⇐⇒ ∃x, y | [i, j] ∩ [x, y] = ∅ ∧
(D(S[i : j], S[x : y]) ≤ E ∨ D(S[i : j], S[x : y])) ≤ E)
A substring S[i : j] is unmappable by single-end (SE) reads of length R if it
cannot be spanned by any read that also spans a unique region. That is, for
a maximal repeat S[i : j], nucleotide Sk(i < k < j) is unmappable by reads of
length R if @x | ((x < i)∧(x+R ≥ k) ∨ ((x < k)∧(x+R ≥ j). It follows then
that nucleotides unmappable by length R reads must be contained within a
maximal repeat of length > 2R (see Figure 3.1). That is, the nucleotides
within the center of a repeat of length > 2R are principally ambiguous with
the other occurrences of the repeat.
Computing the mappability of paired-end (PE) reads of length R and
fragment length F (insert size I = F − 2R) is more involved. A PE read
r = {S[i : i + R], S[i + R + I : i + F ]} is non-unique if ∃x (corresponding to
another PE read rx = {S[x : x + R], S[x + R + I : x + F ]}) such that [i, i +
R]∩ [x, x+R] = ∅, [i+R+I, i+F ]∩ [x+R+I, x+F ] = ∅, and D(r, rx) ≤ E
∨ D(r, rx) ≤ E. The process for determining unmappable nucleotides for PE
reads is described in Section 4.2.3.
Intuitively we expect PE reads of length R and fragment length F to have
“repeat resolving” power greater than SE reads of length R, but likely less
than SE reads of length F . In Section 4.3.3 we show that PE reads with a
7
Figure 3.1: An example repetitive region in a reference string S with
aligned reads of length R. The unmappable region is the center L− 2R
nucleotides that cannot be covered by a uniquely mapped read.
large insert size (F ≥ 2000 bp) are capable of uniquely mapping more than
98% of the human genome, only marginally less than long SE reads of the
same length.
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CHAPTER 4
REPEAT DETECTION
4.1 Methodology
Finding the position of arbitrarily large, imperfect, interspersed repeats is a
daunting computational problem. To address this we used a seed-and-extend
approach, the de facto method for efficient string comparisons on sequence
data [29, 30, 31]. We have developed tools to process a reference genome and
enumerate the positions of all repeats while accounting for edits and reverse
complementation as described in Section 3.2.1. Using these data we can in-
vestigate the structure of repeats within a genome, as well as pinpoint the
boundaries of regions that are unmappable with SE or PE reads of specified
lengths. This analysis provides an estimate of how repetitive a particular
sequence is, and allows the user to visualize trade-offs between alignment
accuracy and read length. Such information could be used to answer hypo-
thetical questions such as “if we increased the average fragment length of PE
reads from 300 to 500, how much more of the human reference genome would
be uniquely mappable?”
This chapter describes our approach to repeat finding and mappability
track generation.
4.2 NEAT Repeat-Finder
The NEAT Repeat-Finder is a set of tools we developed to exhaustively locate
and sort nearly all the repetitive content in a provided reference sequence.
An outline of the pipeline as described in Section 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.1.
The tools are written in C++ and Python 2.6.
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Figure 4.1: NEAT Repeat-Finder overview. The initial seed finding is done
using Jellyfish [32].
4.2.1 Finding Repetitive and Unmappable Regions
The seed step begins by using the popular kmer counting tool Jellyfish [32]
to output a list of kmers of size K that occur within the reference sequence
at least two times. Using the -C option we also capture kmers whose reverse
complement is non-unique. In our analysis we typically used K = 50, under
the assumption that nearly all the large repeats we are interested in will
contain at least one exact match of length 50. Because any two occurrences
of a repeat of size L (allowing edit distance E) contain an exact match of
at least size
⌊
L
(E+1)
⌋
[25], with a seed size of K = 50 we are guaranteed
to find every repeat of size 50(E + 1). To investigate smaller repeats K
could be decreased, but that will significantly increase the number of exact
matches found within a genome and thus the amount of computation spent
in the extension step. For example, in our analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana
we observed that by reducing K from 50 to 30 we had to extend ∼ 3× as
many seeds, but at an edit distance of 10 we identified only 0.2% more of the
genome as repetitive as compared to K = 50. At lower edit distances the
difference was negligible.
Next we enumerate the positions of each non-unique kmer occurrence in the
reference. For each kmer we construct a list of indices where either the kmer
or its reverse complement is found in the reference. For each list of indices
belonging to a particular seed kmer the nucleotides at each position are
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Algorithm 1 Seed Extension
1: procedure EXTEND(ref, s1, e1, s2, e2,maxEdit)
2: editDist← 0
3: S ← maxEdit + 1
4: prevScore← 0S×S
5: while editDist ≤ maxEdit do
6: e1 ← e1 + 1
7: e2 ← e2 + 1
8: seq1 ← ref [e1 − S : e1]
9: seq2 ← ref [e2 − S : e2]
10: score← 0S×S
11: for (i, j) in [(S, 1), (S, 2), . . . , (S, S − 1)] do
12: case1 ← prevScore(i−1),j + 1
13: case2 ←
{
maxEdit + 1 : j = 1 // boundary condition
scorei,(j−1) + 1 : else
14: case3 ←
{
prevScore(i−1),(j−1) : seq1i = seq2j
prevScore(i−1),(j−1) + 1 : else
15: scorei,j ← min(case1, case2, case3)
16: for (i, j) in [(1, S), (2, S), . . . , (S, S)] do
17: case1 ← prevScorei,(j−1) + 1
18: case2 ←
{
maxEdit + 1 : i = 1 // boundary condition
score(i−1),j + 1 : else
19: case3 ←
{
prevScore(i−1),(j−1) : seq1i = seq2j
prevScore(i−1),(j−1) + 1 : else
20: scorei,j ← min(case1, case2, case3)
21: editDist← scoreS,S
22: prevScore← score
23: return (s1, e1, s2, e2)
Figure 4.2: Pseudo-code for the seed extension algorithm. s1, s2, e1, e2
represent the start and end points of two seeds (within the input string
ref) being extended.
compared pair-wise and the bounds of the corresponding repetitive regions
are extended left and right until the edit distance between them exceeds the
specified edit distance E. The edit distance is initialized to 0 for each pair of
seeds and then incrementally adjusted with each boundary extension. The
edit distance itself is determined using a modified Wagner-Fischer algorithm
[33]. The computation is similar to the fill-in step of the Needleman-Wunsch
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Figure 4.3: An example seed extension with maxEdit = 2. Elements of
score are computed with the standard dynamic programming approach
using elements of prev score. In implementation both are stored as
vectors in each iteration.
alignment algorithm [34], but with computation restricted to the diagonal
stripe of width 2E + 1 of the dynamic programming matrix corresponding
to possible alignments with edit distance D ≤ E. The pseudo-code for this
procedure is given shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The resultant list
of extended boundaries will represent all the maximal repeats present in the
reference.
The lists of boundaries are then pruned of redundant regions: Smaller
repeats enclosed entirely within larger repeats are removed because their
non-uniqueness is already encapsulated in the largest maximal repeat that
contains them. We also discard pairs of repeats that are overlapping, as per
our definition of repetitive. The boundaries are then organized into groups
that specify the subsequences (e.g. chromosomes) from which the repeti-
tive nucleotides originated. This binning serves later to compute sequence
similarity statistics at chromosomal granularity.
At this point the sorted boundaries can be used to determine the per-
centage of nucleotides contained within repetitive regions of a certain length.
For example, if we wanted to identify the portions of a reference belonging
to repeats of size 100, we could select from our list of boundaries all regions
of length 100, merge overlapping regions, count the nucleotides contained
within the merged regions, then divide by the total length of the reference.
To determine which regions of the reference are unmappable by reads of
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Figure 4.4: An example showing how genomic variants can render
unmappable regions mappable. In this case reads r2 and r3 align equally
well to both region A and region B. But if we take r1 and r4 into
consideration we see that the first region is more likely because we have
support for variants v1 and v3 from uniquely mapped reads anchored in
mappable regions.
length R, we select from all boundaries regions of at least length > 2R. We
shrink the boundaries by R nucleotides on each side, such that the contained
nucleotides specify the bases that cannot be covered by a uniquely mapped
read. These shrunken regions are then merged in the same fashion as before,
and coverage statistics are computed.
4.2.2 Repetition in the Presence of Variation
It is worth noting that if an organism has variants distributed throughout a
repetitive region with each inter-mutation distance < R, then it is theoret-
ically possible to uniquely map reads of length R to that region. Doing so
requires that the dataset also contains reads that span each variant within
the non-unique region, and reads that are partially within the non-unique
region but are anchored in a unique region (Figure 4.4).
While it is theoretically possible to uniquely map such regions, doing so
would require an aligner to keep in memory all the reads spanning that region.
To the best of our knowledge, no aligner currently has this feature, so the
presence of variation is not taken into account during our analysis.
4.2.3 Generating Mappability Tracks
A mappability track is a useful way to visualize and perform analysis on
repetitive sequences. The general idea is to create an array mappability
such that mappability[i] specifies whether or not the nucleotide at the
13
Figure 4.5: An example alignment produced by novoalign v3.01
(www.novocraft.com) and mappability track loaded into Integrated
Genomics Viewer [35]. Red regions indicate nucleotides identified by our
tools as unmappable. The default behavior of the aligner is to exclude
reads that cannot be mapped uniquely from the alignment, thus we see no
reads mapped to regions we identified as unmappable.
ith position in the reference is uniquely mappable or not. In existing work [26,
28], mappability tracks have been used in conjunction with genome browsers
to explore the challenges aligners face when handling non-unique regions.
The tracks produced by such programs describe the relative difficulty of
mapping a read to each position of the reference, according to their analysis.
Our tracks differ in that they contain Boolean data specifying whether or not
each position is mappable by reads of length R, with maximum edit distance
E. An example track is shown in Figure 4.5. Another potentially useful
representation that we have not yet explored could be an array specifying
the minimum read length required to cover a particular position.
To produce this track we take all repetitive region boundaries of length
> 2R, condense by R on either side to get just the unmappable nucleotides,
merge overlapping regions, then populate an array with 1s at all the indices
that are covered by these boundaries.
This process can be extended to paired-ended reads length R and fragment
length F , (insert size I = F − 2R) as well. We begin by generating a
“repeat-track” specifying whether or not each position lies within a non-
unique region of at least length R. This allows us to reduce the search space,
because every nucleotide unmappable by PE reads of length R will be within
these regions. We then slide windows along the repeat-track with indices
corresponding to the read parameters: w1 = repeat track[i:i+R], w2 =
repeat track[i+R+I:i+F] (representing reads r1 = S[i:i+R], and
r2 = S[i+R+I:i+F]) respectively. The strings r1+r2 and r1+r2 are hashed,
and we notate the positions of all nucleotides belonging to any such strings
that appear more than once. Bloom filters are used during this hashing
phase to keep memory requirements tractable for large references. Finally
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Table 4.1: Overview of reference sequences
Species: Abbrv: Build: Length (Mbp):
Homo sapiens hg19 GRCh37 3137
Oryza sativa osativa 204v7.0 375
Arabidopsis thaliana tair 10 120
we prune out all the mappable nucleotides that can be covered by a PE-read
that spans the non-unique region but is anchored in a unique region.
4.3 Results and Discussion
We investigated the repetitive content of genomes from three organisms:
Homo sapiens, Oryza sativa, and Arabidopsis thaliana (Table 4.1). We ex-
amined plant genomes because they often contain a large number of repeats
[12, 36]. In addition to the standard chromosomal sequences, the Human
reference also contains a set of scaffold and alternate assembly sequences.
Experimentally we have seen that the inclusion of these extra sequences bol-
sters the percentage of the references we find to be non-unique by about 1%
on average, as opposed to only considering chromosomes 1-22, X, Y, and M.
4.3.1 Repeat and Mappability Statistics
After running these references through our repeat finding pipeline we were
able to determine the amount of repetitive content as a function of repeat
length, and mappability as a function of read length. Figures 4.6, 4.7, and
4.8 show the percentage of each reference sequence that is non-unique as
a function of repeat size. We see that perfect repeats (edit distance 0) of
size ≥ 100 comprise about 5% of the human genome, and imperfect repeats
significantly more than that. It is interesting to compare Homo sapiens
to Arabidopsis thaliana because despite the order of magnitude difference
in reference length, they exhibit similar repeat statistics. This similarity
may make Arabidopsis thaliana good candidate testing and benchmarking
algorithms. The Oryza sativa genome, despite not being much larger than
Arabidopsis thaliana, has drastically more repetitive content. Approximately
15
15% of the Oryza sativa genome is comprised of perfect repeats of size ≥ 100.
Figure 4.6: Unique percentage of Homo sapiens genome as a function of
repeat size. The legend explicates edit distances used in computation.
Figure 4.7: Unique percentage of Arabidopsis thaliana genome as a function
of repeat size.
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Figure 4.8: Unique percentage of Oryza sativa genome as a function of
repeat size.
Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 show the percentage of each reference that is
mappable by SE reads of a particular length. We see that length 100 SE reads
can uniquely map approximately 4.5% of the Human reference genome. We
expect PE reads of fragment length 300 (typical of Illumina Hiseq platforms
[37]) to be approximately similar to the mappability of 300 SE reads (see
Section 4.3.2 for a comparison of SE to PE mappability) and thus able to
uniquely map∼ 97.5% of the genome. If we assume an aligner can tolerate up
to two mismatches, then it is reasonable to estimate mappability percentage
with an edit distance of 2. In this case, PE Illumina reads might only be able
to uniquely map at most 95.5% of the human genome. We see that for much
larger reads (e.g. as produced by “third-generation” long read sequencing
platforms, including machines by Pacific Biosciences1 or Oxford Nanopore2)
the attainable accuracy is ∼ 99.5%. At such high read lengths there are just
a few super-large repeats that are responsible for nearly all the unmappable
regions. In order to uniquely map every nucleotide we need reads of at least
length ∼ 383, 000 (half the size of the largest repeat).
1www.pacificbiosciences.com
2www.nanoporetech.com
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Figure 4.9: Mappable percentage of Homo sapiens genome as a function of
read length.
Figure 4.10: Mappable percentage of Arabidopsis thaliana genome as a
function of read length.
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Figure 4.11: Mappable percentage of Oryza sativa genome as a function of
read length.
4.3.2 Paired-End Reads with Large Insert Sizes
To investigate the advantages of paired-end reads with large insert sizes,
often referred to as “mate-pair” sequencing, we determine the mappability
percentage of each hg19 for a constant read length while sweeping over frag-
ment length. Results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4.12.
We see that PE reads with a long fragment length have nearly the same
repeat resolving power as SE reads of the same length. This suggests that
the benefits of long-read sequencing can be achieved by using short-read se-
quencing with large insert sizes. Therefore, techniques such as Lucigens3
mate-pair sequencing, which boasts fragment lengths of ∼ 50, 000 (compa-
rable to the largest reads produced by current PacBio platforms), can map
more troublesome regions than traditional PE sequencing.
4.3.3 Interchromosomal Similarity
By binning non-unique regions based on the chromosomes from which they
originated we can in some sense compute interchromosomal similarity. After
3http://lucigen.com
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of mappable % of hg19 using SE reads of a certain
length vs. PE reads of a certain fragment length (PE read length fixed at
100).
doing so for the human genome (see Figures 4.13 and 4.14) we see that for
repeats of size > 100 chromosomal self-similarity is more prominent than
interchromosomal similarity. For example we see that at E = 0, R ≥ 100
chromosome 16 exhibits roughly the same percentage of similarity with itself
(∼ 4.5%) as the whole human genome. What this suggests is that if we were
to perform a sequencing experiment on chromosome 16 by itself using length
100 SE reads (with an aligner that does not tolerate mismatches), we would
expect roughly the same percentage of unmapped or “multi-mapped” reads
and missed variant detections due to repetitive regions as if we had done our
experiment on the entire human genome. Such results can also be obtained
for any read lengths and edit distances we wish to consider. This information
allows us to perform experiments on much smaller datasets and confidently
extrapolate the results to whole genome scale.
The largest repeat found in the human genome (including imperfect repe-
tition up to edit distance 10) is a region of size ∼ 766, 000, present in both
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Figure 4.13: Count of nucleotides that belong to perfect repeats (of at least
length 100) present in each pair of human chromosomes, pair-wise.
Figure 4.14: Percentage of nucleotides present in each chromosome that are
unmappable due to regions found in each other chromosome, pair-wise.
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chromosomes X and Y. This is not particularly surprising given that hu-
man sex chromosomes originated as autosomes. Chromosome Y in general
is significantly repetitive, Figure 4.14 shows that ∼ 6% of the chromosome is
unmappable due to similarities with chromosome X, and ∼ 12% is unmap-
pable due to self-similarity. Consequently, resequencing of a human male will
contain significantly more alignment errors due to chromosome Y. Thus the
accuracy bounds presented in Figure 4.9 likely underestimate the maximum
attainable accuracy for female samples.
4.3.4 Comparison to Previously Published Tracks
The tracks generated by GEM [28] and RepeatMasker [22] take a funda-
mentally different approach compared to NEAT. GEM “alignability” tracks
are essentially kmer uniqueness tracks that incorporate imperfection. Re-
peatMasker annotates known repetition as cataloged in a database. This
section investigates the concordance statistics between uniqueness (GEM),
mappability (NEAT), and known repetition (RepeatMasker).
Figure 4.15 shows the concordance between NEAT repeat and GEM
alignability tracks, as found in the UCSC Genome Browser4. A nucleotide
is called concordant if its position is identified as repetitive by both tools: 1
in the NEAT track, ≤ 0.5 in the GEM track. Unexpectedly, these tracks are
notably different. They agree on the majority of repetitive regions. How-
ever, NEAT identified substantially more positions, likely because NEAT was
also set to consider reverse complement repeats. The remaining differences
might be attributable to different methods of computing distance. The GEM
alignability track tolerates up to two mismatches, whereas NEAT was set to
tolerate an edit distance of 2, which includes indels in addition to mismatches.
A slightly different comparison is shown in Figure 4.16, this time with
the NEAT-mappability track instead of a repeat track. Because mappability
tracks are a subset of repeat-tracks, we expected the GEM alignability track
to identify more nucleotides than NEAT. There is still significant concor-
dance, suggesting that alignability (i.e. the inverse of the number of times a
particular kmer is found in the reference) is a decent proxy to mappability.
Our last comparison, shown in Figure 4.17, is between regions filtered
4https://genome.ucsc.edu/
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Figure 4.15: Concordance between NEAT-repeat and GEM-alignability
tracks for SE reads of length 100, edit distance 2.
13.7 56.4130.2
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Figure 4.16: Concordance between NEAT-mappability and
GEM-alignability tracks for SE reads of length 100, edit distance 2.
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Figure 4.17: Concordance between NEAT-mappability (length 100 SE
reads, edit distance 2) and positions identified by RepeatMasker as
belonging to a repeat of any size.
by RepeatMasker (run with -s sensitive setting) and regions identified by
NEAT. Because RepeatMasker was set to filter nucleotides belonging to
repetitive elements of any size, we expect it to identify orders of magnitude
more nucleotides than NEAT. Despite RepeatMasker filtering more than one
third of the reference it missed roughly 20% of the regions that are unmap-
pable by length 100 SE reads, suggesting that there is substantial non-unique
content in the human genome that is not cataloged by the tool.
4.4 Future Work and Additional Applications
In this work we use mappability data in a number of applications. It can pro-
vide us with an empirical upper bound on alignment accuracy with SE and
PE reads of a specific length on particular reference sequence. This upper
bound can also be used as an estimate of maximum possible variant detec-
tion accuracy, with the simplifying assumptions that variants are uniformly
distributed throughout the reference and that the genomic content of the
organism being sequenced does not differ considerably from the reference.
Obviously, such assumptions cannot be made if the DNA being sequenced
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contains considerable amounts of large-scale structural variation, or highly
non-random distribution of mutations (e.g. as seen in many cancers or other
genetic diseases). The extension of these analyses to incorporate more spe-
cialized mutation models could be an interesting direction for future work.
One application, used in our accuracy experiments (later in Section 6.3), is
the usage of mappability tracks to “diagnose” the cause of missed variant de-
tections. We are able to determine which false-negative variants were missed
because they occurred within unmappable regions. If such cases comprise
the majority of our detection errors, we can be confident that our workflow
is performing well. Such analysis can facilitate more thorough benchmarking
of variant calling software.
Determination of maximum possible accuracy as a function of read length
can be extended to consider datasets with mixed read lengths, such as those
produced by sequencing Formalin Fixed Paraffin Embedded (FFPE) sam-
ples, or lower-quality datasets containing heavily trimmed reads. It may be
possible to make similar estimates using a distribution of read lengths instead
of considering it a constant.
Another potential application could be a priori accuracy estimation using
raw FASTQ files. It is possible to compare the kmer spectrum of input reads
to the spectrum of unique and non-unique regions of a reference, to estimate
how many reads can be confidently mapped before the sequencing begins.
This will account for coverage biases not considered in our current pipeline.
This preprocessing step could potentially be informative as a sanity check
before beginning a computationally expensive workflow, similar to current
practices of using kmer spectrums for data quality assessment [38].
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CHAPTER 5
SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATION
5.1 Introduction
There are a number of software options available for generating synthetic
NGS read data, each tending to specialize on a particular attribute of a
dataset (Table 5.1). For example, ART [39], GemSim [40], and pIRS [41]
focus on realistically emulating the biases inherent in the base calling of vari-
ous NGS platforms. Other simulators seek to incorporate more sophisticated
models for GC-content biases and copy number variation [42, 43]. No existing
simulator, however, offers the ability to easily sweep over all the parameters
that describe a NGS dataset. Specifically, it is of interest to examine the
effects of average error rates, read length and fragment length, non-uniform
mutation distributions, mutation heterozygosity, substitution and indel rates,
and sequence repetition content on a pipeline’s ability to align reads and call
variants.
5.2 NEAT Read Simulator
It is clear that no one piece of software we examined can meet our needs.
Thus we developed a new read simulator to be part of our NEAT toolbox.
The NEAT read simulator seeks to incorporate many of the features present
in existing software into a single program, providing the user with explicit
control over many dataset attributes, facilitating investigation into their role
in downstream alignment and variant call accuracy.
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Figure 5.1: NEAT Read-Simulator overview.
5.2.1 Simulator Description
The NEAT simulator takes as input a reference sequence to sample reads
from, as well as basic parameters for coverage, read/fragment lengths, mu-
tation/error rates. Optionally the user may also supply specific variants to
insert or a list of specific regions in the reference to predominantly sample
reads from (e.g. to simulate exome sequencing). A basic overview of sim-
ulator functionality is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The program will output
FASTQ files that are suitable as input to a variant calling workflow, as well
as “golden” SAM and VCF files containing the ground truth mapping and
variant positions. The simulator includes a set of scripts to process BAM
and VCF workflow output to determine alignment and variant detection ac-
curacies.
The remainder of this section describes the key features of the simulator.
Natural Variation
Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) and small indels are introduced at
frequencies specified by the user, and can be homozygous or heterozygous
(with arbitrary variant allele frequency). The simulator also has the ability
to support arbitrary structural variation, represented as combinations of large
insertions and deletions. Homozygous and heterozygous variants can also be
specified via an input VCF file. Optionally the user can specify mutation
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models with custom distributions for SNP/indel rates, indel sizes, and SNP
nucleotide transition probabilities.
Targeted Sequencing
The user can enumerate specific regions of the reference sequence via an
input BED file that specifies the boundaries of reference regions to sample
reads from. This can be used to emulate targeted NGS experiments, such as
human exome sequencing. The implementation is similar to Wessim’s ideal
target approach [44]. Additionally, the user can specify the relative coverage
desired in targeted and non-targeted regions.
Quality Scores
To model Phred quality scores we use a first-order time-homogeneous Markov
model, much like MAQ [45] and pIRS [41]. The transition probabilities
can be learned from example FASTQ data to emulate a specific sequencing
platform. The quality scores are exactly equal to the probability of error at
each position in a read, and will be shifted to match the desired sequencing
error rate.
Sequencing Errors
The simulator uses sequencing substitution error models (i.e. frequency, nu-
cleotide transition probabilities) that can be estimated from example align-
ment data. The frequency of insertion and deletion errors can be specified
by the user. From the analysis of example BAM files provided by Illumina
(NA18507 Chr21 data, generated on a Hiseq platform and aligned to the
UCSC Human reference1), we made the following observations:
• Incorrectly sequences bases are influenced by the original nu-
cleotide at that position: We observed that when a sequencing error
occurred, certain nucleotides were more likely to be incorrectly reported
as others. From our example data we derive a transition matrix de-
scribing the likelihood of base miscalls for reads generated by a desired
1http://www.illumina.com/truseq/tru\_resources/datasets.ilmn
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miscalled base
correct base

A C G T
A 0.415 0.383 0.202
C 0.438 0.299 0.268
G 0.371 0.238 0.391
T 0.193 0.248 0.559

Figure 5.2: Default sequencing error base transition probabilities, learned
from our example data. This matrix can be relearned from new BAM files
to emulate other sequencing platforms.
sequencing platform (Figure 5.2). This is the default model for the read
simulator. This approach is also used by [41], and earlier observations
are described in [46, 47].
• Sequencing errors often occur after certain motifs: We observed
that sequencing errors occurred significantly more often following cer-
tain sequences of nucleotides than would be expected by chance, in
agreement with previous observations [48, 49]. Figure 5.3 shows the
observed frequency of error after each possible 5-mer. Reads containing
long homopolymers (e.g. AAAAA. . ., or its complement TTTTT. . .)
tended to contain more errors, which was an expected result [50]. We
also noted that sequencing errors were slightly more frequent in areas of
low complexity, meaning that the surrounding region has low Shannon
entropy. However, this may be a side-effect of the errors induced by
long homopolymers.
These observations have been incorporated into the simulator, to intro-
duce sequencing substitution errors (SSEs) into reads. The string of quality
scores sampled from the Markov model is adjusted based on the previous
nucleotides in the read data. Sequencing errors are then introduced at each
position with a probability exactly corresponding to the quality score at that
position. Erroneous bases are called by sampling from the learned transition
probabilities. To accommodate simulation of a wider range of platforms,
Sequencing Indel Errors (SIEs) can also be inserted into the reads at rates
specified by the user.
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.
Ground Truth Output
In addition to FASTQ files, the simulator produces the ground truth locations
of each variant and read mapping position. These “golden” files can be
compared with the output of alignment and variant calling software to assess
the accuracy of a workflow. The correct alignment of the generated reads to
the provided reference is given in a golden SAM file, and for convenience the
mapping position of each read is specified in their names. A golden VCF file
is also produced, which contains the position and description of each inserted
variant, as well as the name of each read covering each variant, and whether
or not the variant occurred in a targeted region.
NEAT contains several scripts for validating workflow output, including
tools to compute alignment accuracy from BAM files, and variant detection
statistics from VCF files (see subsequent sections). The BAM and VCF com-
parison tools can work in conjunction with the repeat-detection pipeline to
determine whether or not missed variant detections were caused by alignment
errors in unmappable regions of the reference sequence.
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Scalability
The NEAT simulator is written in python 2.6 and can be run in a data-
parallel fashion. Many partial simulations can be run simultaneously and the
results can be merged. We have tested the simulator with datasets ranging
from toy sizes to whole genome. On Blue Waters, a supercomputer at the
University of Illinois, we were able to generate whole human genome data at
100x coverage (approximately 700 GB of reads, 800 GB golden SAM file) in
about 4 hours by running 200 instances of the simulator in parallel.
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CHAPTER 6
ERROR ANALYSIS USING SYNTHETIC
DATA
6.1 Experimental Setup and Data Generation
To investigate workflow sensitivity to NGS dataset characteristics we con-
ducted five experiments focused on different attributes of the input data.
The following sections describe the data generation procedure for each ex-
periment. Each dataset uses human chromosome 16 (length: ∼ 90 Mbp) as a
reference. We have experimentally found it to have self-similarity percentages
closest to the entirety of the human genome (as described in Section 4.3.3)
compared to other chromosomes. Thus our results extrapolate to whole-
genome datasets, without the computational burden of simulating such large
data. Every dataset was sampled at 50x coverage, unless stated otherwise.
6.1.1 Experiment 1: Accuracy vs. Sequencing Platform
In this straightforward experiment we use NEAT to simulate datasets that
mimic a variety of high-throughput sequencing platforms. Our choice of plat-
forms follows the work of [26], and parameters for each dataset are described
in Table 6.1.
The purpose of this experiment is to examine the sensitivity of the work-
flow to the most obvious attributes of any NGS dataset: Read length and
error rate. We anticipate longer read datasets will perform well as expected,
though we note the workflow was not tuned for the high sequencing error
rates in dataset 5 and the performance of those runs will likely be very low.
The reason we anticipate high error rate datasets to perform poorly is in part
due to the default behavior of NEAT read simulator to output quality scores
that are exactly representative of the probability of error at a given position
in a read. So the reads produced by dataset 5 will have an average phred
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Table 6.1: Datasets for experiment 1. Error rates are specified for
Sequencing Substitution Errors (SSEs), Sequencing Indel Errors (SIEs) and
Sequencing Deletion Errors (SDEs)
Dataset: Platform Mimic: Read Length: SSE: SIE: SDE:
1 Illumina-SE 100 SE 0.1% 0% 0%
2 Illumina-PE 100/300 PE 0.1% 0% 0%
3 Ion Torrent 200 SE 0.05% 0.01% 1%
4 Roche 800 SE 0.2% 0.5% 0.4%
5 PacBio (Uncorrected) 2000 SE 1.5% 11.5% 3.5%
6 PacBio (Corrected) 2000 SE 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%
score of ∼ 8, which is unacceptably low for any variant calling workflow, and
will likely result in most of the reads and potential variant calls being filtered
out or discarded by built-in heuristics of the alignment and variant calling
software.
6.1.2 Experiment 2: Effect of Quality Scores
For this experiment we use the same dataset parameters specified in exper-
iment 1, with the caveat that all reads will have dummy quality scores set
to their maximum value of 41 (using FASTQ format: Illumina 1.8+). The
purpose of this experiment is to find out if high error rate datasets perform
poorly due to the errors themselves, or rather the assumptions made by align-
ment and variant calling software that errors are present based on quality
scores. If this was the case we would expect datasets that performed poorly
in experiment 1 to be improved.
6.1.3 Experiment 3: Effect of Sequencing Error Model
For this experiment we generated datasets with varying ratios of sequencing
substitution errors to sequencing indel errors. Dataset parameters are shown
in Table 6.2. The purpose of this experiment is to assess the performance
of alignment software in the presence of these errors. We anticipate that
alignment software may be tuned to perform better datasets with mostly
SSEs, because it is the dominant sequencing error for Illumina platforms.
SE read lengths were fixed at 100, average sequencing error rate fixed at 2%.
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Table 6.2: Datasets for experiment 3
Dataset: Indel %: SSE: SIE: SDE:
1 0% 100% 0% 0%
2 5% 95% 2.5% 2.5%
3 10% 90% 5% 5%
4 40% 60% 20% 20%
5 70% 30% 35% 35%
6.1.4 Experiment 4: Accuracy vs. Indel Mutation Rate
In this experiment we assess the ability of the workflow to find structural
variation vs. SNPs. This is done by sweeping over the ratio of SNPs to
indels (of length ≤ 12) that are inserted into the data. Read lengths were
fixed at 100/300 PE (R = 100, F = 300). Sequencing error rate was fixed at
0.5%, all substitution errors (Table 6.3).
Table 6.3: Datasets for experiment 4
Dataset: SNP Rate: Indel Rate:
1 0.5% 0%
2 0.25% 0.25%
3 0% 0.5%
6.1.5 Experiment 5: Random Variation vs. Inserted Variation
For this experiment we generated exome datasets, varying the ratio of ran-
domly generated to intentionally inserted variation. The inserted variants
were selected randomly from dbSNP [51] (build 135) exome regions. All in-
del variants were restricted to ≤ 12 bp in length. Read lengths were again
fixed at 100/300 PE. Sequencing error rate was fixed at 0.5%, only substi-
tution errors. The exome datasets were generated such that 85% of the
reads were sampled from regions specified by the Illumina TruSeq Exome
Enrichment Kit1. This resulted in 50x coverage in exonic regions, and 0.1x
coverage for the remainder of the chromosome.
1support.illumina.com/sequencing/sequencing_kits/truseq_exome_
enrichment_kit.html
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Table 6.4: Datasets for experiment 5
Dataset: Random Variants: dbSNP Variants:
1 ∼ 270000 0
2 ∼ 135000 ∼ 135000
3 0 ∼ 270000
The purpose of this experiment is twofold: To assess the realism of the
variants inserted by NEAT, and determine if there is bias in default workflow
parameters that favors the types of variants that are already cataloged in
databases. Ideally we would like to see similar accuracy results for each
dataset. Dataset parameters are given in Table 6.4.
6.2 Variant Calling Workflow Description
Each dataset created by NEAT was run through a variant calling workflow
using BWA-MEM [52] and GATK [53] (latest versions, Table 6.5), and abid-
ing by GATK best practices2. We assessed the workflow by comparing the
alignment and variant calls it produced to the golden output provided by
NEAT.
In this work we define alignment accuracy as the percentage of reads cor-
rectly mapped by the aligner to the position they were sampled from. A
read is mapped correctly if the aligner places it within 20 nucleotides of the
position from where it originated. This buffer allows us to consider reads
with masked ends (either due to low quality scores, or a variant near the end
of the read) to be correctly aligned, and is an approach used in other aligner
comparisons [52].
Table 6.5: Software versions used in variant calling workflow
Software: Version:
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner 0.7.12
SAMtools 1.2
Picard Tools 1.130
Genome Analysis Toolkit 3.3.0
2www.broadinstitute.org/gatk/guide/best-practices
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UnifiedGenotyper: java -jar GenomeAnalysisTK.jar
-T UnifiedGenotyper -R chr16.fa -I realigned.bam
-o output.vcf -glm BOTH -output mode EMIT VARIANTS ONLY
-A Coverage -A AlleleBalance -dcov 250 -rf BadCigar
Figure 6.1: Unified Genotyper command line.
BWA-MEM was run with default parameters. The resultant BAM files
were then processed to compute the number of correctly mapped, incorrectly
mapped, and unmapped reads. A read is identified as multi-mapped if either
the “not primary alignment” or “supplementary alignment” SAM flag bits
are set, or if the mapping quality is ≤ 3 (BWA-MEM specific).
The aligned BAMs were then realigned and variants were called using
GATKs Unified Genotyper (Figure 6.1). The resultant VCFs are then com-
pared to the golden VCFs using NEATs vcf-compare tool. This tool computes
the false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) variant calls, and uses the in-
formation produced by the NEAT repeat-finding pipeline to determine if a
missed detection was due to repetitive content. Missed detections are binned
based on the suspected cause for their absence in the workflow VCF:
• Unmappable: Variant occurred in a region that was not possible to
uniquely map with the read lengths used in this dataset. This variant
is not expected to be found at all.
• Low Coverage: Variant was covered by a low number of reads (< 15).
6.3 Results and Discussion
The following sections present the results for each of the five experiments
specified in Section 6.1. Alignment and variant detection accuracies will be
presented for each dataset, as well as the hypothesized cause of missed de-
tections. Each experiment was repeated five times, and every plot presented
in this section represents the average value over the five datasets. The error
bars on each plot represent ±3 standard deviations.
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Figure 6.2: Average alignment error rate for experiment 1. I-SE: Illumina
single-end, R = 100. I-PE: Illumina paired-end, R = 100, F = 300. IT:
Ion Torrent, R = 200. Roc: Roche, R = 800. PB: PacBio, R = 2000.
PB-EC: PacBio error-corrected, R = 2000.
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Figure 6.3: Average false-negative
variant detection rate for exp. 1.
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Figure 6.4: Average false-positive
variant detection rate for exp. 1.
6.3.1 Experiment 1: Results
The alignment error rates for experiment 1 datasets are presented in Fig-
ure 6.2, and variant detection error rates are presented in Figures 6.3 and
6.4. The default behavior of BWA-MEM for a read that maps equally well
to multiple locations is to place the read at one of the possible positions,
and with a low mapping quality score. Consequently there are virtually no
unmapped reads in the workflow BAM files.
As expected, the number of alignment errors is inversely proportional to
the read length of the dataset, as long reads are capable of mapping a larger
portion of the reference. The notable exception is the massive error rate in
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the uncorrected PacBio dataset. This extremely poor performance comes as
no surprise, BWA + GATK workflows were not designed around reads with
such a high error rate. The corrected PacBio performed extremely well, with
99.7% of reads mapped correctly. For every dataset (excluding uncorrected
PacBio) nearly all the alignment errors were from reads identified as multi-
mapped, due to unmappable genomic regions.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 shows that variant detection error rates are not ex-
actly proportional to the number of alignment errors. It is quite clear that
the Illumina PE datasets performed the best; nearly all inserted varants were
found and the ∼ 1.7% that were missed originated from unmappable regions.
Unexpectedly, Ion Torrent reads performed significantly worse that the Illu-
mina datasets even though their reads lengths were comparable length and
sequencing error rate only marginally higher. The Ion Torrent dataset does
however, include sequencing indel errors, which Illumina does not. Illumina-
PE even outperformed the very long reads of the Roche and PacBio-EC
datasets, suggesting that the default parameters and heuristics used in vari-
ant calling software may be tuned to handle Illumina-style reads.
6.3.2 Experiment 2: Results
The datasets for experiment 2 are the same as experiment 1, with the excep-
tion that all the quality scores for the reads are set to their maximum value
(Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7). The accuracy results are nearly identical to the
previous experiment except for the uncorrected PacBio reads. BWA-MEM
was able to correctly map approximately 3 times more PacBio reads, once the
FASTQ deceptively reported all bases were sequenced with high confidence.
The datasets with lower error rates seemed largely unaffected by the altered
quality scores, possibly because their probabilities of error already lied below
thresholds required for BWA to confidently map them, so changing scores to
make them appear slightly better did not have a noticeable effect.
One interesting observation is that the variant detection errors for the
PacBio dataset (which in experiment 1 were dominated by false negatives)
are now almost all false positives. This makes sense, because variant callers
interpret sequencing errors masquerading as high-confidence base-calls as le-
gitimate mutations that should be called, despite not having been inserted
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Figure 6.5: Average alignment error rate for experiment 2.
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Figure 6.7: Average false-positive
variant detection rate for exp. 2.
into the reference.
6.3.3 Experiment 3: Results
In this experiment the average sequencing error rate was fixed at 2%, and the
percentage of sequencing errors that were indels instead of substitutions was
varied between 0% and 70% (Figure 6.8). This had no effect on BWA-MEM
performance; as long as the average error rate is reasonably small, it does
not matter to BWA-MEM whether the sequencing errors are predominantly
substitutions or length-1 indels.
The results in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 are a bit more puzzling. Regardless of
SIE percentage each dataset seemed to miss the same group of variants from
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Figure 6.8: Average alignment error rate for experiment 3.
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Figure 6.9: Average false-negative
variant detection rate for exp. 3.
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Figure 6.10: Average false-positive
variant detection rate for exp. 3.
unmappable regions, but the 10% and 70% datasets inexplicably had signif-
icantly worse missed-detection performance than the other sets. The small
standard deviation suggests that the decrease in performance was consistent
across the multiple runs that were averaged together. Thus, random noise
in the data is likely not the culprit. The false positives on the other hand
were low enough in magnitude and high enough in standard deviation that
the inexplicable shape of the plot could potentially be due to noise.
6.3.4 Experiment 4: Results
Experiment 4 is similar to 3 in that the portion of indels in the dataset are
being varied, but in this experiment we vary the amount in indels via inserted
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Figure 6.11: Average alignment error rate for experiment 4.
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Figure 6.12: Average false-negative
variant detection rate for exp. 4.
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Figure 6.13: Average false-positive
variant detection rate for exp. 4.
mutations instead of sequencing errors (Figure 6.11). Once again, alignment
accuracy is very similar across each dataset, suggesting BWA-MEM does not
particularly care if our dataset is filled with small indels (1-12 bp) as opposed
to SNPs. After alignment 2% of the reads in each dataset were identified as
multi-mapped, but unexpectedly the 50% and 100% datasets had slightly
more incorrectly mapped reads that were not multi-mapped or unmapped.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show that Unified Genotyper with default param-
eters performs well on the all SNP (0% indel) dataset, detecting 98.3% of
inserted variation. Further, nearly all the detection errors in the all SNP
dataset originated from unmappable regions. Unexpectedly, 50% SNPs, 50%
indel dataset was the worst performing for both false negatives and false pos-
itives. This could potentially be caused by a discrepancy in the frequency
of structural variation anticipated by Unified Genotyper. That is, our test
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Figure 6.14: Average alignment error rate for experiment 5.
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variant detection rate for exp. 5.
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Figure 6.16: Average false-positive
variant detection rate for exp. 5.
datasets contain more indels than would be expected in a real NGS dataset.
6.3.5 Experiment 5: Results
In experiment 5 we vary the percentage of dbSNP variants that were inserted
into the dataset as opposed to variants that were randomly generated by
NEAT. Much like experiments 3 and 4, Figure 6.14 shows that alignment
is insensitive to changes in the distributions of small variation. We similar
similar increases in undiagnosed alignment errors for 50% and 100% datasets.
Because these datasets were confined to exome regions the magnitude of
false positive and false negative rates were much smaller on average and
exhibit larger deviation (Figures 6.15 and 6.16). The 100% random dataset
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appears to have better detection accuracy, but the differences could be due to
random noise in the datasets. We hypothesize that the performance should
be nearly equal across all datasets. This would suggest that NEATs random
variation is sufficient for workflow accuracy analysis. It would be valuable to
reproduce this experiment with higher dataset multiplicity or over a larger
reference sequence (e.g. entire chromosome 16, or whole human exome).
6.4 Future Work and Additional Simulator
Applications
Throughout the development of the NEAT read simulator we have found a
few ways to contribute to projects that were outside the scope of our work
in variant calling workflows. For example a collaborator was interested in
generating synthetic datasets to represent a population of individuals with
variants drawn from a specified allele frequency (AF) distribution in order
to benchmark multi-sample variant calling and allele frequency estimation
algorithms. We developed scripts to invoke the simulator multiple times, each
time inserting variation drawn from a given distribution to create FASTQs
and golden SAM/VCFs for each individual to that belongs to the desired
population (Figure 6.17).
An interesting future feature for the NEAT Read-Simulator may be the
Figure 6.17: An example workflow for creating synthetic datasets for a
population with an AF distribution specified via a set of input variants.
Variants from the pool are randomly inserted into their specified AF% of
input VCFs, and used as input to the NEAT Read-Simulator to generate
FASTQs and golden SAM/VCF files.
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ability to further customize mutation models based on example VCF files.
Future versions may include support for emulating the frequency and posi-
tions of variants that occur preferentially in specific types of cancer datasets.
Some example metrics that might be incorporated into this analysis: Fre-
quency of synonymous / nonsynonymous mutations, intron / exon mutations,
frameshift variants, distribution of intermutation frequencies, and frequency
of tri-nucleotide substitutions. Through continued collaborations our objec-
tive is to demonstrate the usage of NEAT and synthetic NGS data in general
to be a critical component to the development and preliminary benchmarking
of bioinformatics applications.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF VARIABLES AND
ABBREVIATIONS
Variables:
• D(): The edit distance between two strings
• E: Maximum edit distance two strings can differ by to still consider
them repetitive
• F: Fragment length of paired-end reads
• I: Insert size of paired-end reads
• K: Seed kmer size used during NEAT repeat finding
• L: Repeat length
• R: Read length
• S: Reference string of nucleotides
Abbreviations:
• AF: Allele frequency
• BED: File format for specifying specific regions of a reference sequence
• BWA: Burrows-Wheeler Aligner
• FASTQ: File format for storing sequence data and associated quality
scores
• FFPE: Formalin fixed paraffin embedded
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• GATK: Genome Analysis Toolkit
• GC-bias: Coverage bias correlated with the relative frequency of G
and C nucleotides in a sequence
• hg19: Abbreviation for Homo Sapiens (Human) reference genome
• indel: Insertion / Deletion
• kmer: A DNA substring
• NEAT: Next-generation Error Analysis Toolkit
• osativa: Abbreviation for Oryza sativa (Rice) reference genome
• PE: Paired-end reads or paired-end sequencing
• SAM/BAM: File formats for storing read alignments
• SDE: Sequencing deletion error
• SE: Single-end reads or single-end sequencing
• SER: Sequencing error rate, SER = SSE + SIE + SDE
• SIE: Sequencing insertion-error rate, or sometimes Sequencing indel
rate (SIE + SDE)
• SNP: Single-nucleotide polymorphism
• SSE: Sequencing substitution error
• tair: Abbreviation for Arabidopsis thaliana (Mustard) genome
• VCF: File format for storing variant calls
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